
GST 103 AOC  

NOTE: THIS DOESN'T MEAN ALL WILL COME OUT IN YOUR EXAM, JUST READ IT WITH YOUR NOTE. 

 

1 Fuoye 123: Default pin of accessing your portal 

2 One of the examples of Microcomputer is laptop ( Read other examples) 

3 Types of wireless communication network 

* Cellular communication network.              

* Wireless plan 

* Bluetooth personal area network  

* Wireless data network. (Please Read All This) 

3 The full meaning of SSID is Service Set Identifying examples of public, national and academic. 

4 Classification can simply be defined as a means of grouping library materials. 

5 The classification scheme that makes use of alphabet and numbers to group library materials is ------- 

( Read that) 

6 Cataloguing gives the full bibliographic of a book 7 Copyright covers the following categories of work 

copyright 

* Mediary works  

* Artistic works 

* Sound works 

8 Copyright is circulated with the activities of 

* Photocopy 

* Plagraism 

      (Read others too). 

9 An example of malicious code is Virus, Trojan,horse,logic bomb or back door 

10 The security threat to computer threat is: 

* Anti virus 

*Anti spyware 

* firewall 

11 Examples of operating system are: Unix, ubuntu, window, main coch 



12 The full meaning of UTP is United Twisted Pair 

13 The ways by which we protect our data include: 

*Make a backup file 

* Detect the virus and clean the computer 

*Warn others on virus attack 

14 The early writing materials are: Papyrus, Clay carpet, Animal skin. 

15 The unit in the library that users register is called Circulation unit 

16 The category of material that are not meant to be read from cover to cover  are called Reference 

materials 

17 National library is the mother and apex library in Nigeria 

18 Date due fine: The fine imposed on users after they exceed the date for borrowing library material 

( Research about this) 

19 The following are method of library acquisition: 

* Legal deposit 

2 Bequeath  

3 Purchase 

4 Donation 

20 The back title of the page that gives date of publication of publisher is called Varso page. 

21 The pages usually numbered in roman numerals is called the Preliminary page 

22 The brief mark to a boon by someone who is peculiar with subject matter is called Forward 

23 The geographical dictionary that gives the statistical, historical is ------- 

24 Government publication could be referred to as Gazettes 

25 Examples of serials are journals, biography, magazines and periodicals 

26 The advent of ICT has brought about different versions of libraries and they are: 

* Automated  library 

* Digital library 

* Visual library 

* E library 

27 Agora stands for Access to Global online research in Agriculture. 



28 Library software in Fuoye is called OPAC 

29 The exclusive right given to an author to authorize the use of his work is called COPYRIGHT 

30 The reference  style is NNA, CHICAGO,AAA, HARVARD. 

31 The department responsible for the digitization of library materials is ICT UNIT 

32 A collection of data specially organized for easy retrieval is known as DATABASE 

33 The full meaning of ISBN and ISSN is ---- 

34 Library software is an example of application software 

35 Mozilla firefox is an example of internet browser 

36 Examples of operating system is WINDOWS 

37 Series of instructions designed for a program to carry out specific function is referred to as 

Software. 

38 Read the rules and regulations of library 

39 Read Bilographic details of a library 

40 Read the  3 types  of database in the library. 

NOTE: PLEASE DON'T DEPEND ON THIS AOC, READ ALL THE COURSE TOPIC. THANK YOU AND GOD 

BLESS YOU 
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